Card Catalog 1955–1970 Index

Description

The 1955–1970 index covers copyright registrations for all classes of works made within this time period. Generally, there are three (or more) catalog cards for each work registered: title of the work, one card for each author, and one card for each claimant.

Card Layouts in the Copyright Card Catalog

Cards in the copyright card catalog are alphabetized by a header. A header can be the author and/or claimant, title, and sometimes content of a registration. This means often times there will be several cards for one registration number. Below is an example of a registration with three cards in the card catalog: an author card, joint author card, and title card. The items at the right illustrate the different fields that make up that card.

Author Card

(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Where the card is found: Index: 1955–1970, Drawer: G T-GABK, Card: 1508
Joint Author Card

(=Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Header
Author
Title
Claimant
Registration Date
Registration Number
Cataloger Notes

Where the card is found: Index: 1955–1970, Drawer: FERRARO-FERRIR, Card: 1205

Title Card

(=Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Header
Author
Title
Claimant
Registration Date
Registration Number
Cataloger Notes

Content Card

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card. )

Everyday life.
THE ROMAN EMPIRE (Filmstrip) Coronet Instructional Films. 4 filmstrips, color, 35 mm. Contents: The empire in the East. 49 fr.--Everyday life. 49 fr.--Rome becomes a world power. 55 fr.--The empire in the West. 49 fr. With Users' guide. © Coronet Instructional Films, a division of Esquire, Inc.; 29Feb68; A7065.

1. Coronet Instructional Films.
2. Titles (Contents)-4.

cd-8-21 68-2


Serial (or Periodical) Card

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card. )

THE AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN, © American Academy of General Practice.

Renewal Author Card for White Christmas

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card. )

Where the card is found: Index: 1955–1970, Drawer: BERLI-BERLZ, Card: 0719

Title Card Book

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card. )

Where the card is found: Index: 1955–1970, Drawer: CATALOGUE N-CATD, Card: 0993
**Author Card Book**

*(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)*

The card for the book "Catch-22" by Joseph Heller is shown. The card contains the following information:

- **Title:** Catch-22
- **Author:** Heller, Joseph
- **Claimant:** Simon & Schuster
- **Registration Number:** 100ct61; A531822
- **Registration Date:** 1955


**Claimant Card for Motion Picture**

*(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)*

The card for the film "Catch-22" is shown. The card contains the following information:

- **Header:** Paramount Pictures Corp.
- **Title:** CATCH-22
- **Claimant:** Filmways Inc.
- **Registration Number:** LF38130
- **Registration Date:** 5Jun70

The card is found in the index for 1955–1970, drawer PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORP C-S, card 0024.
Cross Reference Card

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)